URBAN THINKING FESTIVAL 2018
1st Edition: Smart Planning for Cultural Heritage

Brașov, Romania
25th of August – 1st of September 2018
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URBAN THINKING FESTIVAL 2018 – 1ST EDITION AT A GLANCE
The Urban Thinking Festival has taken place between the 25th of August and the 1st of September
2018, in the city of Brașov in Romania – a former medieval city of Transylvania and one of the
country’s most important economic centres, now facing multiple challenges related to its economic
development, metropolitan growth and the necessity to conserve its significant cultural heritage.
The general program of the Urban Thinking Festival included:
•
•

•

A one-day study visit in the historical centre of Brașov, coordinated by local guides
(architects, historians) – the 26th of August 2018;
5 working days (Summer School component), each coordinated by 1-2 international experts
in different fields related to urban planning and cultural heritage: 1) Public Spaces (Dhiru
THADANI – 27th of August 2018), 2) Urban Regeneration and Architectural Conservation
(Valentina GIANFRATE & Giovanni GINOCCHINI – 28th of August 2018), 3) Cultural heritage &
Smart Cities (Roland van der HEIJDEN & Manfred SCHRENK – 29th of August 2018), 4)
Sustainable development (Izabela MIRONOWICZ) & Urban Governance (Pietro ELISEI) – 30th
of August 2018 and 5) The final day dedicated to the final presentations of the proposed
Planning Strategic Concepts, to be held in the Brașov City Hall.
Each working day was followed by informal, public events meant to encourage professional
debates around the different challenges raised by the conservation and capitalization of
cultural heritage: round-tables, public screenings of documentaries related to cultural
heritage and additional study visits.

A collection of relevant pictures from the 1st edition of the Urban Thinking Festival is available here:
https://photos.app.goo.gl/AaSvVNTLy7xP2hNN6
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An insight into the daily program of the Festival:
Day 1 – Saturday, the 25th of August: Getting to know each other (participants met for an informal
gathering, where they have presented themselves and their backgrounds, followed by discussions
about general issues concerning urban planning in Romania and abroad).

Day 2 – Sunday, the 26th of August: Getting to know the city (participants were introduced into the
festival program and were part of an interesting tour of the medieval parts of Brașov, gaining a
general picture of the 3 main study areas (old city centre, the citadel and Schei neighbourhood),
starting from the historical evolution to the nowadays’ problems and challenges of each area. The
visit continued in Schei Neighbourhood and Tâmpa mountain for a beautiful top-view of Brașov city).

Day 3 – Monday, the 27th of August: Public spaces and Cultural Heritage (Lecture 1: Public spaces
held by international expert Dhiru THADANI, followed by Workshop 1: Public spaces (coordinated by
Dhiru THADANI, Pietro ELISEI and Sabina LEOPA): getting insights into the study areas: mapping
existing public spaces, tracing connections between different areas and outlining possible areas of
intervention). First round of presentations consisting in the diagnosis and a first draft of scenarios;
each team presented both strengths and weaknesses of the pre-set areas and came up with some
possible development scenarios). Round table 1: Public spaces and urban regeneration in Romanian
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cities, moderated by Pietro ELISEI (Director of Urbasofia). Guests: Dhiru THADANI (UTF international
expert), Șerban ȚIGĂNAȘ (Secretary General – International Union of Architects), Raluca BACO
(Urban Planning Department – Municipality of Brașov), Cătălin FRANGULEA-PASTOR (Brașov
Metropolitan Agency), Matei COCHECI (Vice-president – APUR). As the moderator of the Round
table, Pietro ELISEI launched questions regarding how can we deal with innovation, what are the key
elements a planner should consider in designing or regenerating spaces, what is a good process of
shaping a public space or how can cultural heritage become a driver?
Day 4 - Tuesday, the 28th of August: Urban regeneration & Architectural conservation
Lecture 2 – Architectural conservation & Urban Regeneration held by international experts Valentina
GIANFRATE and Giovanni GINOCCHINI, followed by Workshop 2 – Urban regeneration (coordinated
by Valentina GIANFRATE, Giovanni GINOCCHINI, Șerban ȚIGĂNAȘ, Pietro ELISEI and Sabina LEOPA).
Each team started with a brainstorming session concerning suitable solutions for urban regeneration
on each site (combining both soft and hard interventions), together with the experts. For all the
cases, solutions had to focus on the needs of the people, by integrating the interests of both
residents and tourists. Second round of presentations: each team presented to the experts the loops
which resulted after combining places (particular sites from the study areas), interventions, the
actors/ people involved and resources (framework of implementation).

Site visit: Coresi business park. Participants attended a thematic visit guided by one of the cofounders of the newly formed Business Park Coresi, including office buildings, retail and residential
areas, converted from the former buildings of Tractorul factory.
Video projection: Documentary – Industrial Heritage: Planeta Petrila (Petrila Planet)
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Day 5 – Wednesday, the 29th of August: Cultural heritage and Smart Cities
Lecture 3 - Cultural Heritage & Smart Cities held by international expert Roland van der HEIJDEN,
followed by Workshop 3 – Digital solutions held by international expert Manfred SCHRENK. After the
presentation of Roland on the digital city of Rotterdam, participants understood that digital tools
should facilitate the contemporary way of linking people to spaces. Therefore, together with the
international expert Manfred SCHRENK, the teams started thinking about possible ways in which
technology could become part of the community in the medieval city and developed proper concepts
for the studied areas by finding smart ways (applications, digital hubs, smart public transport) of
linking people to places.
Round table 2: Romanian Cultural Heritage in the Digital Era, moderated by Sabina LEOPA (Manager
of EU projects, Urbasofia). Guests: Roland van der HEIJDEN (UTF International expert), Manfred
SCHRENK (UTF International expert), Pietro ELISEI (UTF International expert), Ionuț ȚAȚA (ALT Brașov
cluster), Sorin POP (INDECO Soft), Oana RUJAN (ARIES Transylvania cluster). The question for the
public was how can cultural heritage be valorised and maintained through new technologies and
which are the perspectives? To this, the guests reminded the importance of visual effects on historic
buildings (see Festival Amural Vizual, taking place in Brașov), applications used for orienting and
getting informed in the city and for experiencing different areas, and also ways of improving the
quality of life in the old city by monitoring different processes.

Day 6 – Thursday, the 30th of August: Sustainable Development and Urban Governance
Lecture 4 – Urban Governance, held by international expert Pietro ELISEI, followed by questions from
the public, followed by Workshop 4 – Governance arrangements held by international expert Pietro
ELISEI. Teams started working in a more structured manner on the framework for planning, including
visions, policies and objectives in their proposals. Lecture 5: European Heritage of Cities &
Sustainable Development, held by international expert Izabela MIRONOWICZ, followed by time
dedicated to arranging the final concepts and presentations. After the last presentation, teams
started analysing the heritage from a different perspective, and understood that the historic
buildings’ value consists in more than their age. Therefore, they started to find solutions for adding
value to the existing heritage, by contemporary approaches/uses of the buildings/places.
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The last workshop was assisted by the organizing team and consisted in working on the final
presentations. Each team had to review the lessons learned during the week and to select and
combine different knowledge inputs, to find the best solutions for the medieval areas of Brașov.

Day 7 – Friday, the 31st of August: Final presentations
Workshop – Finalizing the presentations. Each team had to present its work and the slides prepared
in front of the organizing team to achieve a focused and coherent proposal and to ensure
coordination of the results and outputs. The final presentations took place at Brașov City Hall, in the
Council Hall, in front of representatives of the Municipality, including the Mayor, George SCRIPCARU,
the Vice-Mayor Barabaș LASZLO and the secretary Adriana GORAN and several journalists form the
local media. Members of the organizing team and invited experts were also present. Presentations
were preceded by a general introduction done by members of the organizing team (Sabina LEOPA,
Gabriel PASCARIU, Pietro ELISEI) about the event and its objectives, about participants, results and
expected outcomes. A short session of Q&A for the media and representatives of the municipality
(Bogdan MICU), followed the introductory moment. The presentations of the 3 teams, that followed
were well appreciated by the audience and were followed by a ceremonial moment during which
participants received a Certificate of Attendance as well as the international experts. At the end of
the presentations and final comments all the participants were invited to take part at the last round
table planned to take place during the evening at the County Library.
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